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complexes,where M = Cu (n =2); Al, Sc,
Volatiletrends are establishedfor a series of M(p-diketonate)n
Cr, Fe,ConGa (n = 3); Zr (n = 4) and p-diketonate= acetylacetonate(acac),trifluoroacetylacetonate(tfac),
(tmhd). Sublimation
hexafluoroacetylacetonate(hfac) and 2,2,6,6-letramethyl-3,5-heptanedionate
enthalpies(AH",o)were calculatedfrom thermogravimetricanalysis(TGA)data, which show that the
dependenceol AH"uoon the number and type of intermolecularinteractions appears to be more
substantialthan molecularmass effects.lrrespectiveof the metal,the AH"uovalues for the M(tmhd),
derivative have a AH"uovalue of between 93 and 99o/oof that of the M(acac).derivative. In contrast, the
M(tfac). and M(hfac), derivatives have AH"uovalues ol ca. 82o/oand 54o/oof the values for the correspondingM(acac)3.
Similartrendsare observedfor M(f-diketonate),and M(f-diketonate)o
derivatives.
The relalionshipbetweenthe AH",oand (7""0)of the substitutedf-diketonatederivativesas compared
with the valuesfor parentM(acac)"may be usedto predicteitherquantityfor a rangeof M(B-diketonate),
complexeswherethe valuesfor M(acac),are known.Usingthe TGAsublimationdata,vapour pressures
have been calculatedfor each of the M(B-diketonate)n
complexes.Copyright @ 2000 John Wiley &
Sons, Ltd.
thermogravimetric
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INTRODUCTION
Metal B-diketonate chelate compounds are invaluable precursorsfor the chemical vapour deposition
(CVD) of metal and non-metal thin films.1'2In
general, these compounds are favoured since they
are relatively volatile, non-toxic and in the case of
the parent acetylacetonate complexes (I), inexpensive.3 Furthermore, replacing the substituent
methyl groups of the parent derivative with other
moieties has been demonstrated to influence the
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e-mail: arb@rice.edu
Contract grant sponsor: National Science Foundation.
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volatility of these complexes. A common method
used to enhance precursor volatility and corresponding efficacy for CVD applications is to
incorporate partially (II) or fully (IIf fluorinated
lieands.o
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The observed enhancementin volatility may be
rationalized either by an increasedamount of intermolecular repulsion due to the additional lone pairs
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or that the reduced polarizability of fluorine (relative to hydrogen) causesfluorinated ligands to have
lessintermolecular attractive interactions.sCaulton
and co-workers3have determined that, for a series
of fluorinated zirconium fluoroalkoxides, the
degree of volatility enhancement is a function of
the degree of ligand fluorination. For example,
[Na(ORr)]o speciesshowed a significant increasein
volatility as the fluorine content was increased.
Although the monomeric Zr(OR)o complexes displayed an analogous behaviour, it was to a much
smaller extent. Similarly, in determining the
thermodynamic properties for various complexes,
Ni(salen)Ln(hfa), (Ln: Y, Gd), Gleizes et al.6
showedthat solidspossessingsimilar molecular and
solid-statestructuresmay have different volatilities
depending on the nature of the ligand and the
dimerization propensity of the complex.
A prediction of the volatility of a metal-organic
compound as a function of its ligands and molecular
structure would be desirablein order to determine
the suitability of such a compound as a CVD precursor. In a study dealingwith a range of inorganic and
organic compoundsTit was determinedthat a rough
proportionality exists between a compound's melting point and its sublimation enthalpy. However,
the largestdeviationsfrom the reported correlations
were found for the inorganic compounds that were
investigated. Hence, this reported correlation
appears to be an oversimplification that may be best
limited to simple organic solids, not inorganic or
organometallic complexes.In this regard, we have
undertaken a determination of sublimation enthalpiesfor a range of metal B-diketonatecomplexesin an
attempt to correlatevolatility with solid-stateand/or
molecular structures.
Enthalpies of sublimation for metal B-diketonate
chelateshave been previously determinedthrough a
variety of methods, most commonly from vapour
pressuremeasurementsusing complex experimental
systems such as Knudsen effusion,S temperature
drop microcalorimetryo and, more recently, differential scanningcalorimetry (DSC).r0'rrHowever, the
measured values are highly dependent on the experimental procedure utilized. For example, the
reported sublimation enthalpy of Al(acac). (I, where
M : Al, n : 3) varies from 47.3 to 126 kJ mol 1.r2
While other thermal techniques, such as thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), have been utilized in
molecular decompositionstudies,r3'ra
the few reports
using such an approach to deterrnine sublimation
Copyright
Ltd.
O 2000JohnWiley& Sons,

enthalpies have provided relatively accurate and precise values.r5'16
It is this method that we have
employed to examine the thermochemical properties
for selectedmetal B-diketonates.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
A series of metal B-diketonate complexes were
obtained from commercial sources or prepared
according to literature methods. Each compounds
was purified by recrystallization or sublimation and
used as a polycrystalline solid for thermogravimetric/differential thermal analyses(TG/DTA), see
Experimental. The non-fluorinated (I, acetylacetonate, acac), tris-fluorinated (II, trifluoroacetylacetonate, tfac) and hexakis-fluorinated (III,
hexafluoroacetylacetonate,hfac) series of ligands
were chosen to provide a measure of the effect on
volatility with fluorine substitution. In addition, the
tert-bntyl substituted ligand (IV, 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionate, tmhd) was used to
determine the effect of added steric bulk on volatility.
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Prior to a detailed analysis of volatility, it was
important to first assessthe volatility of each Bdiketonate complex over a wide tempelature range
to ensure that each compound could be sublimed
intact without decomposition,i.e., equation (1).
+ [M(B-diketonate),](uupo,.)
IM(B-diketonate)n]1.oria;
fl )
A simultaneous TG/DTA instrument was used to
monitor the samplemasslossesand energeticevents
as a function of temperature. The uniform mass
loss of M(B-diketonate), is accompaniedby a broad
endothermic event characteristic of sublimation.rT
In some compounds this thermal event is quite
broad or is shifted near the end of the sublimation
process,while in other casesmelting occurs as eviAdv. Mater. Opt.Electron.10,223 232(2000)
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Table l Thermodynamic results on metal p-diketonate compounds*

M"
Compound (g mol-')

mp
CC)

Al(acac)3
Al(tfac),
Al(hfac)3
A(tmhd),
Sc(acac),
Sc(tfac),
Sc(hfac)3
Sc(tmhd),
Cr(acac),
Cr(tfac),
Cr(hfac),
Cr(tmhd)3
Fe(acac)3
Fe(tfac),
Fe(hfac),
Fe(tmhd)3
Co(acac)2
Co(tmhd),
Co(acac),
Co(tfac),
Co(hfac),
Co(tmhd)3
Cu(acac),
Cu(tfac)2
Cu(Mac)r$
Cu(tmhd)z
Ga(acac),
Ga(tfac)3
Ga(hfac)3
Ga(tmhd)r
Zr(acac)a
Zr(tfac)a
Zr(hfac)a
zr(tmhd)4

)z+

r92

486
648
577
342
504
666
595
349
5 11
673
602
353
51 5
677
606
257
426
356
5 18
680
609
262
369
478
430
367
529
691
619
488
704
9t9
824

124
72
256
205
t82
90
l5l
214
185
84
231
184
lll
97
t64
t70
254
2tl
155
94
143
284
195
85
198
193
140
83
220
172
126
319

Measured
range
CC)

140-170
1 0 0 -1 3 0
60-90
140-170
140-170
100-130
60-90
140-170
140-t70
l0o-l3o
60-90
t40-170
1 4 0 -1 7 0
100-130
60-90
140-l'70
160-190
160-190
1 6 0 -r9 o
1 0 0 -l 3 0
60-90
160-190
l4o-170
loo-130
60-90
140-170
140-170
100-130
60-90
140-t'10
r40-r70
100-130
60-90
140-170

A11",0
(kJ mol-';t

93(ll9)I
7 4( l 0l x
s2(74t
88
95
78
5s
90
9t (tn)21
7t (tt7)21
46(tr2)'z1
85
1 1 2( 113F0
96
60
1l l
149
143
1 3 8(118F'
1 1 9(114F'
73
132
120(l lo3'q
rtz(rl2)'z1
97(108)"
r14
90
75
53
87
126
94
59
120

AS""o
( J K - 'm o l - r )

220
t92
t52
z t)
114

203
159
218
216
186
t34
207
259
z+J

t69
263
328
322
311
295
200
305
276
282
287
273
214
199
157
213
289
243
166
278

Z""r
calculated
CC)
150
llt
70
140
151

rt2
'73
t42
148
109
69
137
161
t2l
81
150
l8l
t7l
170
131
90
161
163
124
8l
155
147
108
68
138
toz

116
83
159

Tto

fc)
t'7|
132
9l
161
172
t32
94
t62
t67
128
89
156
182
143
101
r77
200
192
190
153
tt2
t79
t99
149
89
189
168
127
88
157
185
140
105
180

Vapour
pressureat
at 150"C(Torr)

3.26r
9.715
29.120
3.378
3.218
9.592
28.890
J.JJI

3.328
9.910
29.511
3.432
2.781
8.340
25.021
2.910
0.825
0.898
1.059
3.319
9.r32
l.2ll
I .813
2.992
4.045
t.994
3.339
10.031
30.115
3.459
1.719
9.110
24.890
1.872

* Melting points are from Strem Chemicals,Inc.
t Literature valuesgiven in parentheses.
I Correspondsto the enthalpy of vaporization.12
$Cu(hfac)2.xHrO
(Afl".t : 102.0(kJ mol-'), mp:98 ('C).

dencedby a sharp endotherm.Therefore,the position of this thermal eventwas not a good indicator
of relative volatilities. In order to allow a simple
and direct comparison of the relative volatility of
the various compounds,a sublimation temperature
was defined as the point when 20% massloss had
occurred(i.e., T2) and T2ovalueswere determined
for eachcompoundunder flowing inert gas(argon):
thesevaluesare listedin Table l.
Copyright @ 2000John Wiley & Sons,Ltd.

Determination of Sublimation Enthalpies
(AH,"o) of Metal B-diketonates
The enthalpy of sublimation is a quantitative measureof thevolatility of a particularsolid.This information is usefulwhen consideringthe feasibility of
a particular precursor for CVD applications. An
ideal sublimationprocessinvolvesno compound
and only resultsin a solid-gasphase
decomposition
Ady. Mater. Opt. Electron.10,223-232(2000)
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a

r/I1r'1)

time (min.)
Fig. 1. Plot of TGA resultsfor Cr(acac)3performedat different
isothermalregions

Fig. 2. Plot of log(m""rJT)versus 1/Iand the determinationof
the Afl""r (1 12.6kJ mol-') for Fe(acac)3(R'z: 0.9989)

f2nRTlos
change(i.e.,equation(1)).Sincephasechangesare
g)
P:l u
l*"uo
processes
kinfollowing zero-order
thermodynamic
L"tl
etics,the evaporationrate or rate of massloss by
sublimation (m,*), at a constant temperature(Z), After integrating equation (3) in log form and substituting equation(4), oneobtainsthe equality given
is constantat a given temperature(equation (2)).
by equation5.t5
A[metalp-diketonate]
(2)
ffistb:
-0.0522(Ar1,"b)
Lt
log(m"",'nlT):
Therefore, the m"u,o
values may be directly determined from the linear massloss of the TGA data
in isothermal regions. As an illustrative example,
Fig. I displaysthe data for the massloss of Cr(acac)3at three isothermal regions under a constant
argon flow. Each isothermaldata setexhibits a linear relation (R'?> 0.99).As expectedfor an endothermal phase change, the linear slope, equal to
rn,,6,increaseswith increasingtemperature.
The Clausius-Clapeyron relation betweenpressure (p) and temperature(Z),18shown in equation
(3), forms the basisof analysingisothermalTGA
data.

.I

T

-i'*(-)] (s)

0.0522(AH,,b)
Zruu

Hence,the linear slopeof a log(m",,on/
T) versusl/Z
plot yields AH,.u. An exampleof a typical plot and
the correspondingA,FI,"'value is shown in Fig. 2.
In addition, the y intercept of sucha plot provides
a value for 2,,5, the calculated sublimation temperatureat atmosphericpressure.
Table I lists the results using the TGA method
for a variety of metal p-diketonates. The value
determinedfor Fe(acac)3showsa differenceof less
than 4oh relative to the literature value2oand is
d ln(p) A1{,"0
within experimentalerror of the value obtained by
(3)
the analogous method on a different instrument
dT
RT'
reported by Gillan et al.ts However, the values
Sincern.,5data are obtained from TGA data, it is determined for M(acac)r, M(tfac)3 and M(hfac)3
necessaryto utilize the Langmuir equation (4) (M : Al, Cr), and Co(acac)3differ from previously
This may be rationalizedby
which relatesthe vapour pressureof a solid with its reported values.r2'2r
examiningthe methodsutilized for eachcompound.
sublimationrate.re
Copyright O 2000John Wiley & Sons,Ltd.
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For Cr(acac), and Co(acac)r,isoteniscopicand sublimation bulb techniques were used, whose accuracy have long been questioned.20 For the
aluminium B-diketonate complexes, a comparable
thermogravimetric approach was employed,r2but,
their system used buffer gas pressuresin excessof
100 Torr. Since the pressure of their system was
sufficiently greater than that used to obtain the
values listed in Table 1, it is no surprise that a
sufficient discrepancy exists between the two techniques. However, since both methods illustrate the
same trend in A.FI,", with increasing ligand fluorination, the data offset is most likely the direct
consequenceofdiffering systempressures.Sincethe
system used in our experiments provides the same
data that we have obtained using a dynamic
vacuum, it is unlikely that a systematic error is
being introduced into the numbers listed in Table I
through the utilization of a steady flow of Ar gas.
Furthermore, for all metal complexes,the order of
volatility follows the trend acc < tfac < hfac which
agrees with the order reported for Cu(II)
complexes.22
The entropy of sublimation is readily calculated
from the Af1."6 and the calculated 2."6 data in Table
l, equation (6). The range observedfor all the metal
B-diketonatescompounds [AS,.u : 130-330 J K-'
mol-'] would be expectedfor a transformation giving translational and internal degreesof freedom.
Interestingly, for any particular metal the lowest
AS,uoare observed for the fluorinated derivatives,
seeTable l.
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previousmeasurements.
For example,thevaluecal(e.g.,2.78Torr at 113'C) is
culatedfor Fe(acac),
slightly higher than that measureddirectly by the
isoteniscopic method (0.53 Torr at 113"C),
however,it should be noted that measurements
usingthe sublimationbulb methodobtainedvalues
much lower (8 x l0-3 Torr at l13'C).24Basedon
theseresults,we proposethat this TGA method
offersa suitablealternativeto conventional(direct)
measurements
of vapourpressure.
Structural Correlations Between Calculated
AH",oValues

The measured Af1."6 values for M(acac), and
M(tmhd\ complexesindicate that replacing the
methyl groups with tert-butyl moieties slightly
increases
the volatility of the complex.Although it
would be expectedthat the increasedmass [i.e.,
:tZq.Zt g mol-l versusAl(tmhdi,:
Al(acac)3
576.80g mol-'l shoulddecrease
the overall volatility of the complex,the relativelylow enthalpy
valuesindicatethat the C-H . .' H-C interactions
betweenneighbouringtert-butylgroupsis approximately equal in magnitudeto methyl ... methyl
interactions.In all cases,the tmhd derivativehasa
AiI value of between93 and 99oh of that of the
acac derivative. This effect is irrespectiveof the
numberof the oxidationstateof the metal,i.e.,the
numberof p-diketonateligands.
As was expectedbasedupon previousworkers'
results,the fluorinatedcomplexes
aremorevolatile
than the non-fluorinatedderivatives.Furthermore,
All'"0
the higher the fluorination (i.e., hfac versustfac
(6)
As' * :^ ;
versusacac)the greaterthe increasein volatility.
This trend is expectedbasedsolelyupon the differWhile the sublimation temperature is an important
encein intermolecular
C-H ... H-C,versusC-H
parameter to determine the suitability of potential ''' F-C versusC*F . . . F-C interactions.
Fig. 3(a)
precursor compounds for CVD, it is often pref- representsa comparisonof the A,FI.uo
for M(tfac),
erable to expressa compound's volatility in terms of and M(hfac), normalizedto M(acac),.This shows
its vapour pressure.However, while it is relatively that replacement
of one CH3 (perligand)with CF,
straightforward to determine the vapour pressure resultsin a decreasein AIl,.6 of ca. 83ohfor M(Bof a liquid or gas, measurementsof solids is difficult diketonate)3
irrespective
of theidentityof themetal.
(e.g., use of the isoteniscopic method).23 Sub- Replacingthe secondCH, resultsin another660lo
stitution of equation (4) into equation (5) allows decreasein the A11."6.It may be clearly seenfrom
for the calculation of the vapour pressure(p) of the Fig. 3(a)that the amount of decrease
is dependent
metal B-diketonates compounds as a function of on the oxidation state of the metal, i.e., more
temperature (f. The calculated vapour pressures ligandscausea largerchangein volatility.A similar
for each of the metal B-diketonatescompounds at trendis observed
for Z,u6Gig. 3(b));however,there
150'C are given in Table l. We have found the appearsto be no effectby changingthe number of
TGA approach to show reasonableagreementwith ligands(oxidationstate).
Copyright
@ 2000JohnWiley& Sons,Ltd.
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N

E+ o
!

23 4
number of ligands(n)
(b)

F
c)
N

23 4
number of ligands (n)
Fig. 3. Plot of relative (a) A11,"0 and (b) 2",6, normalized to
M(acac),, versus the number of B-diketonate ligands (n); acac
(I), tfac (l) and hfac (!)

'
We propose that the relationship between the
Af1""6and I."o of the fluorinatedderivativesascomparedwith the valuesfor M(acac),may be usedto
predicteitherquantityforarangeof M(tfac),and
M(hfac), complexeswherethe valuesfor the parent
tvtiacac),ut. i.tro*tr. In fact, with similartrendsit
shouldbe possibleto determinethesevaluesfor a
wide range of B-diketonatecomplexes.An interestingapplicationof theserelationshipsis that the
trendmay be usedto
deviationfrom the expected
Copyright O 2000John Wiley & Sons,Ltd.

confirm the presenceor absenceof oligomersfor the
is
i.e.,Ba(acac)2
stericallyundemandingcomplexes,
known to exist as an oligomer in the solid and
vapour state and hence has a significantly lower
volatility than M(tmhd)2. Finally, the A11,"6and
Z,uumay be indirectly determinedfor compounds
during sublimation.
that decompose
complexesof AI(III),25
The tris-acetylacetonate
Cr(IIf ,26Co(III),27andGa(II!28form a monoclinic
crystallizing
isomorphicsetof solidstatestructures,
in the P2'/c space group. By comparison,Fe
(acac)32e
and Sc(acac)330
eachpossess
orthorhombic
structures,in the Pbcaspacegroup. Sincethe structures of the Al, Cr, Co and Ga acetylacetonate
complexesare isomorphous,one would expectthe
volatility to be relatedto the molecularweight of
the complex,sinceno factorssuchasdifferingmetal
oxidationstatesor fluorinatedligandsexist.Fig. 4
shows plots of sublimation enthalpiesfor (a)
M(acac)3, (b) M(tmhd)r, (c) M(tfac)3 and (d)
M(hfac\ as a function of molecular weight. Two
different trends betweenvolatility and molecular
weightare observed;d'transition metalcomplexes
exhibit a linearcorrelationwhereasno correlation
betweenmolecular weight and volatility is evident
for d0metalcomplexes,seeFig. 4(a).While Gillan
et al.t5 discovereda link betweenvolatility and
molecularmass,they also found that the degreeof
branchingof alkyl groupswasmoreinfluentialthan
molecularmasson the volatility of a seriesof gallium chalcogenidecubanes,presumablydue to
interactions.Sincethe simi
strongerintermolecular
lar volatilities between M(acac\ and M(tmhd)3
complexesalso indicate that molecularweight is
relativelyunimportant, the natureand degreeof the
intermolecularinteractionsare likely to be predominant factorsin the volatilitiesfor thesecomplexes.
Table 2 lists the closestintermolecularinteractionsand numberof neighbouringmoleculesfor
M(acac)3complexes.AI1,"ovaluesfor the M(acac)3
complexesindicate that Co(acac)3and Fe(acac)3
should have the most intermolecular interactions
giving rise to the lowestvolatility. For Co(acac)r,
are the C-H "'O (C "'
the closestinteractions
O : 348A) which is lower than the sum of the Van
der Waals' radli (ca.3.5 A3'). No suchinteraction
as the closestCco^mplex,
existsfor the Fe(acac)3
H "'O distanceis 3.956A; outsidethe sum of the
CVan der Waals' radii. However,in Fe(acac)3,
H "'H-C(methyl...methylandmethyl...methAdv. Mater. Opt. Electron.10,221-232 (2000)
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Fig. 4. Plot of AIl,.b versusmolecularweight for (a) M(acac)3,@) M(tmhd)r, (c) M(tfac)3and (d) M(hfac\ complexes

ine) are the predominant interactions and much
strongerin magnitudethan the analogouscontacts
Hence,the lack of C-H "' O interin Co(acac)3.
actions in the Fe(acac), complex relative to the
cobalt analogue most likely contributes to the
observed greater volatility. The intermolecular
and
interactionsfor Cr(acac)3,Al(acac)3,Sc(acac)3
Ga(acac)3are all comparable (seeTable 2) which
would correspondto the similarity in the measured
A//."o valuesfor thesecomplexes.The major intermolecular contacts are the C-H "' H-C interCopyright@)2000John Wiley & Sons,Ltd.

actionssincethe C-H ' ' ' O distancesare all greater
than the sum of the Van der Waals' radii. Although
Sc(acac)3crystallizesin the same spacegroup as
Fe(acac)3,the CH, '" HC distanceis much shorter
for Fe(acac)3,which must account for the significantly lower volatility of Fe(acac)r.Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between the shortest
intermolecular interaction (below the sum of the
appropriate van der Waal radii) and the AII,"6. A
general trend is observed of decreasing intermolecular contacts with decreasingvolatility for
Adv. Mater. Opt. Electron.10,223-232(2000)
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Table2. Comparisonof the shortestintermolecularcontactsfor
M(acac)3complexes*

N um b eor f C -H'' 'O C-H' ''H-Ct C-H'' ' Ct
(A)
(A)
(A)
nearest
Compoundneighbours
Al(acac)3
Sc(acac)3
Cr(acac)3
Fe(acac)3
Co(acac),
Ga(acac)3

A

+

6
4
6
4
4

3.578
3.820
3.516
3.9s6
3.458
3.587

3.850
3.670
3.9r2
3.669
3.859
3.890

3.76s
3.870
3.894
3.696
3.833
3.774

Al(tfac)3,33Coltfac)r,33 Fe(hfac)3,34Cu(hfac)r35'36
and Cu(tmhd;r37are essentially isostructural to
their acac counterparts. Hence, as expected,the
sameoverall volatility trends previously described
for M(acac)3complexesare observedfor the tfac
and hfac analogues(Fig. a).

coNclustoNs

The sublimation enthalpies (A11,"0) and sublimation temperatures(2,"r) for a seriesof metal Bdiketonate complexes, M(B-diketonate),, were
determined using thermogravimetric analysis.
Replacing methyl groups in M(acac), wrth tertbutyl groups in M(tmhd), had little effect on the
140
volatility (althoughthe effectis to generallyincrease
the volatility). In contrast, replacementof methyl
130
with CF3 units significantlyincreasedthe volatility
in the order M(acac),,< M(tfac)" < M(hfac),. The
relationship betweenthis homologous seriesmay
f 120
U
be used to predict the A11."0 and/or 2.,,u for
*
membersof the series.
unknown
:
i 110
For the d' transition metal, tris-B-dlketonate
U
investigated,the increasein volatility of
complexes
f roo
AI
a seriesof homologous compounds was observed
rar
Sc r
I
to increaselinearly with the molecularweight of the
rr
By contrast,the volatility of analogousd0
cr
complex.
cu
metal chelateswasindependentof molecularweight
80
and the degreeand nature of intermolecularinter4.0
3.8
3.9
3.7
3.5
3.6
3.4
actions. Investigationof the closestintermolecular
closestintermoleculardistances(A)
interactionsshowsthat this appearsto be the controlling factor in determining the sublimation
Fig. 5. Plot of the Af/.,o valuesversusthe closestintermolecular
(A/1,"0).
enthalpies
contact distances(A) for M(acac\ complexesillustrating the

* The sum of the Van der Waals' radii for C-H ' ' ' O and
C-H "' H-C areca.3.5A and 4.0A, respectively.
tMethyl ... methylinteraction.
lMethyl ... methineinteraction.

I

general trend of increasing volatility with increasing intermolecularcontacts.The sum of the Van der Waals'radii for CH "'O andC-H "'H-C areshown

EXPERIMENTALSECTION

Compounds Sc(hfac)3, Cr(hflac)r, Fe(hfac)r,
M(acac)3complexes.For Co(acac)r,the short C-H
. .' O distanceappearsto be most responsiblefor Co(hfac)3, Co(tmhd)r, Cu(hfac)z.xH2O Zr(tfac)o
the significantly lower volatility exhibited by this and Zr(hfac)o were prepared by the literature
method.38All other metal B-diketonatecomplexes
complex. For all other compounds,the C-H "'
H-C interactionsarepredominant;their varianceis were purchased(Strem or Aldrich) and were purroughly in accord with the measuredA11,"0values. ified by recrystallizationin acetoneor by vacuum
The large inductive effectcreatedby CF, groups sublimationprior to use.Compound Cu(hfac)2was
should give rise to a significantly different charge synthesized by sublimation of Cu(hfac)r.xH2O
distribution in the chelate ring and a cor- under dynamic vacuum at 60-70'C. Upon
respondinglydifferent co-ordination spherein flu- exposureto air, the blue anhydrouscrystalsrapidly
orinated derivatives relative to acac complexes.32 turned green due to hydrate formation. Although
However, the co-ordination environments in all compounds are available commercially, there
CopyrightG) 2000JohnWiley & Sons,Ltd.
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VOLATILITY OF METAL d-DIKETONATES
Table 3. Multinuclear NMR
metal B-diketonates*t

characterization of svnthesized

Compound

'tc

Al(tfac),

Al(hfacl

Cr(hlac),

Fe(hfac).

Co(tfac).

Cu(tfac),

Cu(hfac)t

ZrIfac)"

'H

5.63(CHr) 191. 2( CO CH, )
1.47(CD
173.2GOCFr)

117. 2( CFl)
e7.6(CH)
28. 1( CH3)
0.94(CH) 181. 2( CO )
116. 6( CFr )
94.8(CH)
0.e2(cH)
180.9(co)
115. 9( CF. )
e4.0GH)
0.8e(cH)
180. 1G O )
115. 6( CF3)
e3.2(CH)
5 . 5 1 ( CH3 )
188.9(COCHT)
1 . 2 8( CH)
171.0(COCFT)
r 16.0(cF3)
26.9GH3)
e4.5GH)
5.22 (CHl)
190.1(cocHr)
1 . 3 2( cH)
168.5(COCFT)
116. 7( CFr )
96.2(9H)
27.5GH3)
0.9r(cH)
183. 1( CO )
I l7.l (cFr)
9s.5(CH)
5.73(CH3) 190.8(cocHr)
1.55(CH) 172.8(COCF3)
116. 9( CFl)
e5.2(CH)
27.4(CH|)

* Chemical shifts (d) in ppm
t
Assignments given in parentheses.

'I

- 75. 8 9

- 7s . 9 0
-7s.72
- 75. 1 8
-75.64

-76.05

- 76.3 s
- 75.38

zJl

cac)3was found to differ from the literature value
by more than 5o/o,the sample was reanalysedand
the flow rates were optimized until an appropriate
value was obtained. Only after such a calibration
was optimized would other metal complexesbe anal ysedi n thi s manner.A s the surfaceareaof a gi ven
crystallite decreasesduring the experiment,the sublimation rate will also decrease,therefore. to ensure
that the solid displayed a near constant surface
area,data were taken over small temperatureranges
(ca. 30 40'C) and the overall mass loss was kept
relatively low. This latter condition was imposed
on the experi mentssi ncew e haveprevi ousl yl ound
that 25o/o overall mass loss corresoonded to a
changein surfacearea of lessthan 15olo.ls
The mass
loss versustime curveswere monitored for the compounds being investigated to ensure linearity was
maintained. Any ntli order deviations for these
trends would correspond to decomposition processes for the solids being investigated. Also,
through the utilization of a simultaneousTG/DTA
system,it would have been possibleto observesuch
exothermic events for a particular solid. No such
featureswere observedfor the compounds over the
temperature ranges investigated. Al1 the compounds investigated exhibited full sublimation/
vaporization, leaving less than 30loresidue in most
cases.Since the enthalpies of sublimation were to
be compared, the isothermal ranges investigated
were those below the melting points of the compounds studied (seeTable l). For the M(hfac),,complexes this required that temperature ranges close
to ambient were used for the analyses.

are incomplete reports of their NMR characACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
terization in the literature.Hence. reF. 13Cand IH
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